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Abstract: A source of large surface areas for solar photovoltaic (PV) farms that has been largely overlooked in the 13,000 United States of America (U.S.) airports. This paper hopes to enable PV deployments in most airports by providing an approach to overcome the three primary challenges identified by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA): (1) reflectivity and glare; (2) radar interference; and (3) physical penetration of airspace. First, these challenges and precautions that must be adhered to for safe PV projects deployment at airports are reviewed and summarized. Since one of the core concerns for PV and airport symbiosis is solar panel reflectivity, and because this data is largely estimated, a controlled experiment is conducted to determine worst-case values of front panel surface reflectivity and compare them to theoretical calculations. Then a general approach to implement solar PV systems in an airport is outlined and this approach is applied to a case study airport. The available land was found to be over 570 acres, which would generate more than 39,000% of the actual annual power demand of the existing airport. The results are discussed while considering the scaling potential of airport-based PV systems throughout the U.S.
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1. Introduction

Solar photovoltaic (PV) technology is now well known as a widely accessible, sustainable, and clean source of energy that can be scaled to meet humanity’s energy needs [1–3]. After years of steady growth, the PV industry is beginning to meet this potential with approximately 6000 TWh of PV electricity estimated to be generated by 2050, which is roughly 16% of the total global electricity demand [4]. This much solar PV-generated electricity will necessitate substantial surface areas dedicated to PV deployment because of the diffuse nature of solar energy. Much of this need can be met via rooftop PV or the relatively immature building-integrated PV (BIPV) market [5–10]. The remainder will need to be met by large-area solar PV farms on either land-based solar PV farms [11–14] or even water-based floating solar PV farms [15–22]. However, as the global population increases 1.15% per year [23], attractive land and even waterways will become more valuable, especially in densely populated areas. This has the adverse consequence of creating competition for limited land resources between food and energy demand [24–26], which will exacerbate the current problem of 870 million people who are chronically malnourished [27]. This means practically that all available non-food producing surface areas should be used before energy production impacts food production.

One source of large surface areas that has been largely overlooked for PV deployments and is not suitable for food production is the surface areas surrounding airports [28]. Airports have large
electric load demand, and are generally located near population centers with even higher demands, and also have large unused land areas due to existing design protocols. By 2013, the total number of airports in United States of America (U.S.) was over 13,000 (paved and unpaved) [29], out of which the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) currently includes over 4500 as public, general aviation use airports [30], which makes airports even more of a potential market for solar PV systems.

One of the factors that influences economic viability of large solar farms are the investments pertaining to acquiring and maintaining suitable land. Thus, airport property has the potential to substantially decrease the land cost as the property under airport authorities has no value for any other use. Another advantage comes in terms of maintenance, as the land under consideration is maintained by the airport authorities from any physical obstruction above ground, thus making it an ideal location for solar PV. There are 30 airports in U.S. [31] and many more across the globe that already have solar power partially supporting their load demands, including Kempegowda International Airport and Cochin International Airport in India [32], and Indianapolis International Airport [33], Tucson International Airport [34], Chattanooga Airport [35], San Francisco International Airport [36] and Denver International Airport in the U.S. [37]. However, the economically viable application of PV [36] in airports is far from saturated, as there are lingering safety concerns from reflectivity and radar interference among airport operators for installation of large-scale PV systems within their land areas [39]. In addition, there is no generalized approach to apply solar PV systems to airports.

This paper rectifies these impediments to further PV deployments at airports by reviewing existing work on PV and airports and providing a new generalized approach to overcome the three primary challenges identified by the F.A.A. [39]: (1) reflectivity and glare; (2) radar interference; and (3) physical penetration of airspace. First, these challenges and precautions that must be adhered to for safe PV projects deployment at airports are reviewed and described. Since one of the core concerns for PV and airport symbiosis is solar panel reflectivity, and because this data is largely unavailable, a controlled experiment is conducted here to determine worst-case values of front panel surface reflectivity. Then a general approach to implement solar PV systems in an airport is outlined and this approach is applied to a case study airport: Houghton County Memorial Airport (CMX) in Hancock, Michigan. The results are provided and discussed while considering the scaling potential of airport-based PV systems.

2. Background on Three Primary Road Blocks to Photovoltaic Systems at Airports

The paper reviews methods to overcome the three primary roadblocks identified by the F.A.A. to deployment of solar PV systems at airports [39]: (1) reflectivity and glare; (2) radar interference; and (3) physical penetration of airspace.

2.1. Reflectivity and Glare

Reflectivity in this context denotes the ability of the PV module surface to reflect light, which may interfere as glare with pilot or airport staff visibility. The possible impacts of PV module reflectivity may lead to either glint or glare, or both. This can cause a brief loss of vision (also called flash blindness), which is a safety concern for the pilots. Flash blindness for a period of 4–12 s (i.e., time to recovery of vision) occurs when 7–11 W/m² (or 650–1100 lumens/m²) reaches the eye [39]. It is recommended when designing any solar installation for an airport to carefully consider the final approach of pilots and guarantee that no placed installation section will give any face glare that is straight ahead of them or within 25° of straight ahead during final approach [40]. Often the maximum solar irradiation of 1000 W/m² is used in calculations as an estimate of the solar energy interacting with a module when no other information is available [39]. However, this may be a poor assumption as PV modules have been optically engineered to minimize optical reflection in both conventional [41,42] and thin film PV devices [43,44]. Most PV are using anti-reflection coating (ARC) [45,46] and future PV are expected to integrate metamaterial perfect absorbers into solar modules [47,48], which would be expected to reduce reflection even further [49,50]. The exact percentage of light that is reflected from PV panels is currently best estimated using the Solar Glare Hazard Analysis Tool (SGHAT) [51].
This was a free online tool developed with U.S. tax dollars by the Sandia National Lab in the U.S. Unfortunately, it was disabled in 2016 and is currently available for licensing from Sandia only to commercial ventures. The impact of denying access to publicly funded research in this area will be discussed below. In addition, the reflectivity is not absolutely known for all PV modules. However, the vast majority of PV modules on the market contain some form of anti-reflection coating, and this loss (due to reflection) is generally considered to be only a few percent [52]. In addition, outside of very unusual circumstances, flash blindness can only occur from specular reflections.

A study and report published by Federal Aviation Administration in 2015 [40] gives further insight on how glare actually affects aircraft aviation and compares PV glare to other common sources of glare. On performing a thorough study with pilots, it was found that majority of pilots had encountered glare with durations between 1 and 10 s with longer durations being encountered for objects other than direct sunlight or solar panels. This study concluded that for most pilots, glare emanated primarily from bodies of water. One of the solutions to the glare problem is avoid angles of glare between approaching planes and solar PV modules using SGHAT as a guide and the other potential solution is to eventually achieve lower reflectivity from PV surfaces compared to typical source of glare from other real-world objects like water, buildings/glass windows, other aircraft and even snow. It should be noted that the real location considered in this paper has snow in 5 of the 12 months of the year and hence it will be safe to assume that glare off snow here will be one of the highest compared to other locations. To counter this problem, which is primarily that of an unknown, a reliable method to calculate the percentage of specular reflection off a particular PV module shall be measured and compared to a theoretical model. Experimentally determined reflection values will be addressed below.

2.2. Radar Interference

PV systems could cause negative impacts on radar, NAVAIDS (navigation aids) and infrared instruments called communication, navigation, and surveillance (CNS) by causing interference [39]. Interference of radar and NAVAIDS (despite passive components) occurs when objects are placed too close to a radar sail or antenna and obstruct the transmission of signals between the radar antenna and the receiver, which can be a plane or a remote monitoring location. Metal components on the PV racking may also cause reflected signals. However, due to PV systems having a low profile these risks are low. For example, most large-scale solar farms are of low height profiles like the Topaz Solar PV Farm in California, which is approximately 1.7 m (5.5 ft.) above ground at its top edge, minimize visual impact [53]. If solar PV systems do not represent any level of risk of interfering with surrounding CNS facilities, solar PV project sponsors do not need to conduct studies on their own to determine impacts on CNS facilities when siting a solar energy system at an airport [54]. Due to their low profiles, solar PV systems typically represent little risk of interfering with radar transmissions. In addition, solar modules do not emit electromagnetic waves over distances that could interfere with radar signal transmissions, and any electrical facilities that do carry concentrated current are buried beneath the ground and away from any signal transmission [39]. The one area of potential problem of interference might occur due to the use of metal parts for the racking of the modules. This has not been found it practice, but there are also alternative materials that can be used for PV racking including plastic tension-based systems [55,56], fiber glass [57], plastic [58] and concrete [59]. These alternative material systems may be considered for airports with metal racking concerns. Lastly, solar energy not converted into electricity by the PV device is converted into heat, raising the temperature of the PV modules in operation normally to about 50 °C in full sun. Thus, impacts on infrared communications can also occur because the solar PV continue to retain heat into the first part of dusk, and the heat they release can be picked up by infrared communications in aircraft [39]. Although this risk is also low, a certain safe radial distance of 150 ft. must be maintained between communication instruments, the control tower and PV modules to avoid all mechanism of interference. It should be noted that some past solar fields have required greater setbacks up to 500 ft. [39].
2.3. Physical Penetration of Airspace and Land

No physical structure is allowed to intervene in spaces that may lead to any safety issues at airports. Hence airspace inside and around any airport is pre-defined where no physical body of any kind is allowed to stand, as shown in Figure 1 [60]. The important volumes in Figure 1 from a PV system installation perspective are in the lower right. The primary surface is a surface longitudinally centered on a runway shown in blue. Next, a horizontal plane 150 ft. above the established airport elevation is shown in dark grey. The approach surface of the aircraft area in blue and transition surface in purple along with other aerial zones concerned with flying aircraft only. All these zones are aerial (150 ft. and above the runway) and will not represent an interference hazard with any of the typical surface solar PV racking designs [61]. The only point of concern will be the restricted zones defined on the actual surface around the runway. This will be discussed in detail in Section 4.3.

![Figure 1](image_url)

**Figure 1.** Defining aerial zones defined for airports, which are adapted from [60]. The lower right is the region of relevance for photovoltaics (PV) systems. The primary surface is a surface longitudinally centered on a runway shown in blue, a horizontal plane 150 ft. above the established airport elevation is shown in dark grey, and the conical surface is shown in green.

3. Experimental Determination of Reflection from a Photovoltaic Module Surface

As noted in Section 2.1, despite glare being considered one of the biggest challenges for an airport solar PV system deployment, there is little available worst-case data on how much of the incident light is due to specular reflection from a standard solar module. Experiments are conducted here to provide background data on the effect of PV array tilt angle on the amount of glared produced from the face of a module in non-glancing angle approaches. The results are also used to validate/correlate part of the data provided by the FAA for PV systems located near airports.

Experimental data was obtained using the following protocol. A small area solar simulator (PV Measurements model SASS, class-BBA) was used as a light source. A calibrated photovoltaic reference cell was used to calibrate the solar simulator to 1 sun (1000 W/m²) using an AM 1.5 spectrum prior to performing the reflection measurements. A 255 W Sharp (model make Sharp #ND-255QCSBX) crystalline silicon-based solar module was used as a reflecting surface (solar PV panel surface). This type of module was chosen as the majority of PV modules on the market are silicon crystalline or polycrystalline silicon absorber material, and this module has standard optics (e.g., anti-reflective coating on Si but not on glass). This module is typical for large commercial applications, with maximum power \( P_{\text{max}} \) 250 W (under standard conditions), tolerance of \( P_{\text{max}} \) of +5%/-0%, and the temperature coefficient is \(-0.485\%/\degree C\). A mounted photodiode was used to measure irradiance from both the incident and reflected beam (glare) as a direct function of current generated. The photodiode sensors
deliver a current that depends on the optical power and wavelength of the incident beam. Here it is used to measure the reflected glare noted in percentage of the incident irradiation on the panel. The tilt angle was measured using an inclinometer (±0.5°). The distances between the light source, detector and the panel surface, as well as the relative positions, were kept constant throughout the entire experiment. First, measurements were made to determine the irradiance on the panel surface for normal incidence angle (90°) and zero reflection. Then subsequent measurements were made to determine the reflected irradiance for a range of panel tilt angles from 10° to 70° (limited by setup geometries) in 10° incremental steps. Three measurements at the peak location of reflectivity were obtained and averaged for each tilt angle in order to improve the accuracy of the measured results and minimize random error.

4. General Approach to Design Solar System for Airports

4.1. Airport Type and Surface Selection

There are several variables to consider when applying a solar PV system to an airport. First, the location of airport. If the airport is located in the city, like Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport (DCA), it does not have much land available per unit size as compared to more rural airports. These cases where there is limited ground area available should first consider the installation of solar PV on rooftops of buildings and then look at any potential ground area for ground-based systems. On the other hand, if the airport is located in a rural or remote location, like Washington Dulles International Airport (IAD) or CMX in Hancock, Michigan, there is a relatively larger land area available per unit load within the airport. This situation favors a large uniform designed ground-mounted system with roof-mounted or BIPV playing a relatively minor role.

Second, the annual weather conditions for the airport is also a factor for airport PV system design. Although the location of airport is already selected for better weather conditions for airplane landing and taking off, weather still plays a major role in PV system performance. For example, the rural CMX has the largest number of delayed and canceled flights in the U.S. due primarily to weather conditions [62]. In addition, the region it is located in is the upper peninsula of Michigan, which records some of the largest snow events in the U.S. [63], and snow has an impact for annual PV output [64–68]. Thus, in such cases the adverse (snow losses [63–68]) and positive effects of weather (i.e., surface albedo [69]) effects need to be taken into consideration in simulation and designs.

Third, the energy consumption of the airport is a factor for sizing an airport-based solar PV system if solar energy is not to be exported to the grid. Based on how busy and how large the airport is the energy consumption varies for different cases and can be substantial. For example, San Francisco International Airport (SFO) reported 322,927 MWh of electricity used by itself and its tenants in Fiscal Year 2010 [36]. This is enough electricity to meet the annual electricity needs of over 48,000 California residents [36]. When considering airport PV systems the variability of the airport load itself should be modeled carefully as the variability can be substantial. For example, in a 2015 report on the Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) electric consumption was 184,416 MWh (14.51% more that its consumption in 2010), which was actually an increase in electricity consumption by approximately 32% until 2014. It was only because of the change in their policies and power management that power demand was reduced in the following year [70].

If the land area for solar PV is large enough and the airport size is relatively small, there is possibility of achieving a grid neutral airport. If more land area is available for PV solar system, then the generation capacity is enough to even feed back into the grid. However, if the land area around a busy airport is small, only partial energy demands will may be fulfilled by solar PV system.

4.2. Solar Photovoltaic System Design Parameters

There are several PV systems designing/modelling software including: proprietary (e.g., PVSyst, SolarGIS, INSEL, Solar Design Tool, etc.); free government supported methods (e.g., NREL’s
System Advisor Model (SAM) [71], Solar Prospector [72], PVWatts Calculator [73] and Canada’s RETScreen [74]); and open-source methods (e.g., r.sun/GRASS [75–77]) available for predicting weather, solar flux and basic PV systems performance and modeling. This paper uses SAM for the performance and financial model designed to facilitate decision-making for the project considered. Using SAM performance predictions and cost of energy estimates can be made for grid-connected/ independent power projects based on installation and operating costs and system design parameters that are specified as inputs to the model. The solar resource will affect the design along with the type of balance of systems (BOS) and racking configuration. As all airports constitute long and mandatory boundaries, non-traditional PV system designs may be the best option for the most restricted surface areas. For example, with large spacing between boundaries and airport properties (i.e., towers, roads, etc.), bi-facial solar PV could be another way to increase the overall solar power profile of any airport system. Though low on efficiency compared to conventional PV systems, bifacial PV can provide power and cost benefits by being a protection boundary as well as noise barrier to some extent apart from providing power alone [78]. Based on the sun location during different hours of the day and seasons of the year, the tilt angles of the solar modules will be determined normally to provide the largest annual output [79,80]. The optimized angle for solar modules will also need to take into account weather (e.g., snow conditions [63]).

4.3. Available Surface Area for Photovoltaic System

Based on airspace restrictions detailed in Figure 1, the FAA restricts the use of the surface areas in airports. This is detailed in Figure 2. The runway (grey), runway object free area (blue), runway protection zone (RPZ) (light green) and controlled activity (yellow) areas all prohibit PV deployment. Figure 2 shows the areas available for PV deployment in green.

![Figure 2](image-url)  
**Figure 2.** Surface areas with and near the end of a runway [39], which cannot be used for PV deployment. Only surface areas coated in green can be used for PV.

Using the map of the airport, the land area that is not in conflict with the restricted area and other land reserved for any other purposes should be identified as the area in which solar PV systems can possibly be deployed. For this, tools like ArcGIS can be used. By using the Area Solar Radiation Tool in the ArcGIS Spatial Analyst extension, a solar map can be generated from the georeferenced image specifying target locations, latitude and a yearly solar interval. This solar map takes into consideration the changes in the elevation (azimuth) and position of the sun, as well as any possible shading effect caused by buildings or other objects in the input raster. Such GIS software also derives raster representations of a hemispherical view shed, sun map, and sky map, which are used in the calculation of direct, diffuse, and global solar radiation [81]. A similar approach can be used for free with r.sun and GRASS [76,77,82]. Because of the direction of runways, the planes land and take off in
both direction the runways. Thus, the different locations of solar PV system panels can have different glare effects on a plane navigating around the airport. After determining the orientation and angle for a solar PV system for an airport, it is advisable to set the solar modules in the land area which is facing off the runways. Details of the approach will be presented in Section 5 for the case study airport.

In addition, land proposed for PV deployment at airports should not only be available for power production now, but also be free from any future expansion plans (e.g., proposed future runway extensions or new buildings). However, it should be noted that even if a certain section of land is proposed for use after 20 years, a PV system can be proposed for this land on lease for some time to not only make the project economically profitable, but also as a better use of the land for the time being (it is expected that solar PV technology will continue to improve [61] fast enough to compensate for the generation loss by increasing efficiency in permanent PV systems).

4.4. Airport Baseload Power to Photovoltaic Generation Potential Comparison

After determining the available land for a solar PV system, energy production potential by the solar PV system can be calculated for any time of the year. The resultant solar energy produced in calculations can be compared to the actual electric demand based on historical data and projections of the airport from an annual to daily basis, which will further help determine if the airport can be fully supported by solar power or not, and in case of excess power being generated, how much can be fed back to the grid for net metered systems.

During winter periods, energy production potential must to take into account snow losses that can be evaluated using experimental data from Heidari et al. [63] study, which used the same site as this study to perform actual snow loss calculations for solar PV systems at various tilt angles. The power for each snow-exposed module placed at airport site was determined using Equation (1), while Equation (2) was used to evaluate the power from modules without snow cover.

\[
P_m(t) = \frac{I_t(T)(P_{STC}(1 + C(T - T_{STC}))}{I_t - I_{STC}(1 + \alpha(T - T_{STC}))} \]

\[
P_C(t) = (G_t(1 + \beta(T_{STC} - T))) \times \frac{P_{STC}(1 + C(T - T_{STC}))}{1000} \]

where:
- \( \alpha \) Temperature coefficient of current, module (1/°C)
- \( \beta \) Temperature coefficient, pyranometer (1/°C)
- \( C \) Temperature coefficient of power, module (1/°C)
- \( E_{loss} \) Energy loss (kWh)
- \( I_t \) Short-circuit current measured at time \( t \) (A)
- \( I_{STC} \) Short-circuit current at Standard Test Conditions (STCs), (A)
- \( P_{C, t} \) Power that can be extracted from each virtual clean module (without snow) at time \( t \) (Watts)
- \( P_{m, t} \) Calculated output power of snow-exposed module (at various angles and heights) at time \( t \) (W)
- \( G_t \) Global irradiance obtained by pyranometer (at various angles) at time \( t \) (W/m²)

Thus, the snow loss due to snow was calculated as the difference in energy without snow \( P_C \) versus the energy obtained from snow-covered modules \( P_m \) [63] using Equation (3).

\[
E_{loss}(t) = (P_C \times t) - (P_m \times t) \]

5. Case Study

To clarify the methodology a case study is provided using the Houghton County Memorial Airport (CMX) in Hancock, in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula (UP). The UP is situated between Lake Superior (along its northern border) and Wisconsin, Lake Michigan, and Lake Huron to the south.
It provides an extreme rural case as the UP encompasses 29% of Michigan’s land area, but has only ~3% of the total population [83]. The region experiences long, cold and dark winters with some of the heaviest snowfalls in the United States, which make annual off-grid PV system design particularly challenging [84]. However, short, relatively cool summers with average-high August temperatures of only 22 °C reduce the negative temperature effects on PV performance [85]. In addition, because of the northern latitude of the UP, daylight hours are short during winter and long in the summer, which heavily skews PV production towards summer. At the same time the business case for PV systems in this region is relatively easy to make as the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) [38] is far less than the effective rates for a consumer per kilowatt hour (kWh) which is comparable across all utilities by incorporating energy changes, service charges, state-mandated charges, and power supply cost recovery factors, which ranges up to over $0.24/kWh (more than double the U.S. average) [86].

5.1. Airport Land Zones and Photovoltaic System Sites Identification

CMX airport was chosen due to access to real time testing and data collection for the validation of the proposed methodology [87]. Furthermore, CMX is currently planning to expand its infrastructure in near future and considering integrating PV solar power, in addition to other methods of becoming a more environmental friendly and economically viable airport by cutting purchased electricity, which is the highest in the region. Due to the availability of large vacant lands (over 200 acres, as seen in Figure 3, and the low electricity demand, it is possible to design a PV system for better than net zero and thus substantial excess generated solar electricity could be exported to the grid. Figure 3 shows the outer physical boundary (in green) with clear zones (in blue) and the runway protection zones at the ends of the runways (in pink).

![Ariel view of Houghton County Memorial Airport (CMX) airport, with the PV deployment zones marked. Note: The four pink trapezoid zones are the restricted areas showed in Figure 1; black lines enclosed clean area, and no objects other than necessary terminal buildings are allowed in this zone; the orange line enclosed the area which is total airport land property, and; the six red pins are suggested land/sites for the deployment of solar PV systems.](image-url)
The spatial data to consider includes different building location details, boundaries of different sections across the airport, data regarding any object free zone, runways, marking of future buildings and extension work for existing runways, and boundary fencing details.

5.2. Photovoltaic System Modeling/Simulation

For simulating the PV system for the airport, System Advisor Model [71], developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) is used. First, in the “Location and Resource” section of the model, actual data for CMX airport in Hancock for 2016 was used in the simulation. In the “resource data” section, SunPower SPR-445J-WHT-D (power at standard testing conditions (STC) is 445W) solar modules were selected. Suitable configurations for the sub-arrays were then made. Since the location of CMX airport is in the northern hemisphere, the azimuth is selected to be 180° so that the system faces south. Using freely available and industry accepted software (SAM), the solar flux available in Houghton County, Michigan (located in the west-central part of the UP) and class 2 TMY3 (typical meteorological year) solar data averaged from 1991 to 2005 [88], the optimal design was found to be a 30° tilt with south facing arrays receiving global horizontal of 3.41 kWh/m²/day. Although based on [66,67], 60 degrees is optimized for minimizing snow-related losses, as it makes it easier for snow to slide off the modules, the tilt angle was set as 45. After calculation, for 80 acres of land, without snow losses the unobstructed system on SAM produces 2.33% more power for 30° tilt compared to 45°. However, after taking snow losses for both angles into consideration [66,67], power produced at 45° tile is 2.8% more than power from 30°. Thus 45° tile angle was chosen. For this study, first 80 acres (case 1) of land is evaluated out of the approximately 570.4 acres (case 2), all the blue sections in Figure 3, that is, Section A to F, of potential land available for solar PV system. For both case studies a packing factor (ratio of module area to unused area) of 0.4286 was used. The sub-PV array configuration for case 1 is shown in Table 1 below. Thus, for case 2 the solar PV farm was 2,308,000 m² and the total module area was 692,530 m².

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>String No.</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit of Measurement</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>String Configuration</td>
<td>Strips in Array No.</td>
<td></td>
<td>5619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tracking &amp; Orientation</td>
<td>System</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Tilt</td>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Azimuth Angle</td>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Ground Coverage Ratio</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Estimate of Land Area and Usage</td>
<td>Total Module Area Meter square</td>
<td>97,186</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Total Land Area</td>
<td>Acres</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The sub-PV array configuration for case 1. Note: Azimuth indicates the horizontal direction of the solar array and tilt is the tilt angle of the modules with respect to the ground.

Although based on [66,67], 60 degrees is optimized for minimizing snow-related losses, as it makes it easier for snow to slide off the modules, the tilt angle was set as 45. After calculation, for 80 acres of land, without snow losses the unobstructed system on SAM produces 2.33% more power for 30° tilt compared to 45°. However, after taking snow losses for both angles into consideration [66,67], power produced at 45° tile is 2.8% more than power from 30°. Thus 45° tile angle was chosen. For this study, first 80 acres (case 1) of land is evaluated out of the approximately 570.4 acres (case 2), all the blue sections in Figure 3, that is, Section A to F, of potential land available for solar PV system. For both case studies a packing factor (ratio of module area to unused area) of 0.4286 was used. The sub-PV array configuration for case 1 is shown in Table 1 below. Thus, for case 2 the solar PV farm was 2,308,000 m² and the total module area was 692,530 m².

The loss settings are as follows: module mismatch is 1%; diodes and connections is 0.5%; DC (direct current) wiring is 1%; nameplate is 1%; and AC (alternating current) wiring is 1%. For the study, actual load data with each unit cost for each energy meter at the airport was acquired and the total demand and total bill payment of each month in 2015 were collected, and are shown in Table 2 [89]. In winter (November to February), the demands are high due to the heating systems loads compared to no such demand for May and June. The demand in July is slightly higher compared to June and August since there is one additional electricity demand from recreational vehicles (RVs), which consumes a little more electricity compared to other months.
Table 2. Total demand and total bill payment of each month in 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Months</th>
<th>Total Demand (kWh)</th>
<th>Total Bill Payment (US$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>48,507.00</td>
<td>8612.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>45,590.00</td>
<td>8513.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>42,509.00</td>
<td>8049.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>35,852.00</td>
<td>7149.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>31,336.00</td>
<td>6568.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>26,641.00</td>
<td>5853.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>33,420.00</td>
<td>6663.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>29,280.00</td>
<td>6138.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>26,817.00</td>
<td>5871.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>29,894.00</td>
<td>6167.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>32,837.00</td>
<td>6783.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>39,391.00</td>
<td>7549.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total Annual Demand</strong></td>
<td><strong>422,074.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total Amount Paid</strong></td>
<td><strong>83,919.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Results and Discussion

The reflection off a solar PV panel from most near normal angles is less than 3% and represents no risk to air traffic, as can be seen in Figure 4. Figure 4 shows the percentage of reflected light as a fraction of the total incident radiation from the surface of a PV module as a function of the incident angle, θ. This percent of reflected light is measured at the location of peak intensity as a function of the current generated by a photodiode. The results show that the reflection from solar module surface with incident radiation of 1 sun from angles of 10 to 70° varied from the range of 2.08% to 7.15% of the incident radiation. Overall, the reflections off of the PV panel surface were found to be pretty stable until the tilt reached glancing angles, from where it started to increase substantially. This is akin to the behavior of light reflecting from a still source of water such as a pond. The refractive index of still water is 1.33 and the front glass of solar PV modules are made of standard soda lime glass, which has a refractive index of 1.50–1.52. It would thus be expected that for a given angle reflection from a PV front glass surface without any antireflecting (AR) coating is less intense than that of water. Now, with the current progress in solar module technology and development in anti-reflection materials such as materials with an index of refraction of 1.05, it is safe to assume that solar PV module will have reflection off their surface dropped further with future technologies. However, even today with the refractive index off PV with AR coating dropping below 1.33 to 1.20–1.30, PV poses no (or presents tolerable/safe) hazards from reflection for airport solar PV projects. By comparing the results of the experiments described here (Figure 1) with estimates from [97], it is clear that modern PV have less intense reflectivity than still surface water. Although PV are mounted at a tilt angle with regards to the surface, the risk of flash blindness is only present for the higher angles (e.g., glancing angles). It should be noted, however, that typical AR coatings are generally optimized for overall reflectance loss, which does not necessarily minimize glancing angle reflectivity or specific polarizations. By changing the cover glass of solar PV, these glare properties can be optimized for airports. For example, glass with strong structured surfaces have proven to be most favorable as its diffusing effect is more effective than antireflective coatings, and initial tests on PV modules showed no performance loss will be induced if strong structured glass is used as a cover. Minimizing this already small risk can be accomplished by selective placement and orientation for plane traffic approaches.

In addition, the use of low-tilt angle arrays would also reduce this risk. The disadvantage of such low-tilt angle arrays is the reduced energy yield per installed unit power of the PV system. However, as the cost of PV modules themselves have dropped a low-tilt angle system enables closer packing of modules (e.g., higher power per unit area) and can increase the solar electricity generated per unit area at an airport. In addition, for airports with surface water, floating solar PV farms and...
even aquavoltaics [22] would enable an increased area for PV, as well as possibly reducing water surface glare.

The most straightforward method to eliminate glare problems is with the selective placement and orientation of PV for the plane traffic approaches is best accomplished with SGHAT [99], using data from this paper and recent bidirectional reflectance distribution function work on different materials on solar installation glare [98], and following careful siting strategies [100–102]. As noted earlier, this best approach was free as the software was funded by the U.S. government and then, for reasons not known to the current licensing executives at Sandia National Laboratories, the software became available only for commercial licensing; currently the use of the software is only available from one vendor, Forge Solar, with subscription plans running from a free trialup to US$156/month [103]. If it is assumed that each airport in the U.S. would want access to the Enterprise version to enable the full optimization of PV arrays, as well as enhanced flight paths over a year of planning, the cost would be US$156/month × 12 months × 13,000 airports the cost would be over US$24.3 million. This cost could in part explain why such a small percentage of airports in the U.S. have moved to PV despite the overwhelming economic advantages seen by large-scale PV systems. This thus illustrates the need for government-funded research to ascribe to open source principles in both software [104,105], research [106] and hardware [107,108] so that the value created from publicly funded research is not locked behind paywalls, which both limits access, but also (as in this case) the deployment of superior technologies.

![Figure 4](image-url). Percentage of reflection light from the surface of a PV module as a functional angle at the location of peak intensity. Inset: experimental setup for measurements.

Further, it is found that potential solar PV projects of substantial size do not possess a risk to aviation from an airspace penetration point of view. Under no conditions would a typical solar PV farm penetrate the approach surface for flights based on the height of PV racks (and low tilt angle racks are even shorter). To further secure the areas near to runways and control tower buildings, proper clearance can be taken from airport authorities themselves, which should result no compromise on the potential land for solar PV farm usage, as seen in Figure 3.
The CMX airport has more than 570 acres of land (all the blue sections in Figure 3, i.e., Section A to F) available and it must be kept clear of trees and vegetation by the airport authorities. Therefore, there is great potential for solar PV system since, in addition to producing solar electricity, solar PV deployment could reduce direct labor costs or shift them to a solar energy provider (e.g., if a standard power purchase agreement (PPA) is used). In the case of CMX, to be extremely conservative case 1 simulation results are first based on using only 80 acres of available land. Some of the available areas from Figure 3 are sized as zones sized for perspective. This case 1 system would have a much smaller capital investment than a full potential system of 570 acres (case 2). In addition, not only would it ensure that under no circumstances would the system interfere with the airport’s existing functionality (the same as the 570 acres), but it would also enable all future expansion plans. To underscore how conservative (low estimation of available PV area) this case 2 estimate is, consider that there are existing capital investment than a full potential system of 570 acres (case 2). In addition, not only would it produce annually [63]. It was not surprising to find the losses for obstructed and unobstructed power purchase agreement (PPA) is used). In the case of CMX, to be extremely conservative case 1 simulation results are first based on using only 80 acres of available land. Some of the available areas from Figure 3 are sized as zones sized for perspective. This case 1 system would have a much smaller capital investment than a full potential system of 570 acres (case 2). In addition, not only would it ensure that under no circumstances would the system interfere with the airport’s existing functionality (the same as the 570 acres), but it would also enable all future expansion plans. To underscore how conservative (low estimation of available PV area) this case 2 estimate is, consider that there are existing cases where approval was given to place part of a PV farm in runway protection zones, which were excluded from the estimates here [39].

The three rectangles (sections A, B, C) highlighted on the left in Figure 3 are better for deploying solar panels compared to other three core potential array locations. The reason is the three-land area are either on the south part of airport (which have least effect glare on airplane) or far away from runways (which has least effect when plane is landing or taking off). In the case 1 simulation, 80 acres of land for deploying solar panels is assumed. In Figure 3, Section A and B is chosen for deploying solar panels.

After simulation in SAM, the monthly energy production is as shown in Figure 5. The data is the energy production before accounting for the snow losses. The next step is the need to measure the snow loss, which could be calculated using Equations (1)–(3) [63].

![Figure 5. Monthly energy production with production with snow losses based on the configuration of solar system.](image)

Results based on Equation (1)–(3), along with simulations studies, showed that with the increasing tilt angles from 0° to 45° for the unobstructed panels, energy loss decreased from 34% to just 5% annually. With the obstructed modules, the losses varied in the range of 29–34% of the total energy produced annually [63]. It was not surprising to find the losses for obstructed and unobstructed panels to be similar as both have the same snow covering in winters due to low or no tilt in the panels. The difference is substantial at higher tilt angles. The results showed that the optimum tilt angle for the system without snow is 30 degrees, producing 25.4 million kWh, but this angle has annual snow losses
of 10% of the annual production, giving only 22.8 million kWh. However, for a tilt angle of 45 degrees, the annual power generated by the system is 24.8 million kWh lower with no snow, which is a drop of 2.3% from what is produced from a 30° tilt. On incorporating the power loss after considering snow losses of 5.2% for a 45° tilt, the resultant annual power generated is actually 2.8% more than from a system with a 30° tilt with snow losses.

The other prominent AC and DC losses in the PV system are typical and default losses in SAM are used for selecting particular inverter types and other system components. As such, the highest loss apart from snow is DC module modeled loss, which is only 3.88%. DC inverter maximum power point tracking, MPPT clipping leads to losses of 0.0403%, while DC mismatch is 1%. DC diode and connections is 0.5%, DC wiring is 1%, DC nameplate loss is 1%, AC inverter power clipping is 0.32%, AC inverter power consumption is 0.27%, AC inverter night tare is 0.04%, AC inverter efficiency loss of 1.59% is used, and AC wiring loss is 1%. Plane of array (POA) shading and soiling is 1.54% and 1%, respectively. As the proposed system is fixed type, DC tracking loss is 0% along with AC step-up transformer and AC performance adjustment losses, which are also 0%. It is assumed that the PV system will be used in next 25 years, but for each year there will be 0.5% annual energy production loss, so the case 1 system will produce about 553 million kWh over its lifetime. This includes 23,487,128 kWh energy produced for the first year and subsequently dropping to 20,824,944 kWh by the 25th year in production.

To give a reasonable picture of monthly snow losses, 5.2% of annual loss of the total produced energy is divided with respect to average snow days in each month for one year. This method gives a fairly good representation as losses in January and December came out to be 25% and 21% alone, as shown in Figure 6. This method can be used for PV systems at airports with less detailed environmental based studies using approximations of losses for the area.

![Figure 6. CMX electrical demand for each month vs. solar electrical production (after snow losses) for case study 1 [90].](image)

The comparison between energy production and electric load is shown in Figure 6. As shown in Figure 6, the energy produced by the relatively small solar PV system for case 1 is substantially higher than the amount of electricity load for each month. The case 1 simulated system produced 23,487,128 kWh in one year compared to the 422,074 kWh demand of the airport, which is more than 5560% of the annual demand. To explain the perspective further, if the actual available land is used which is over 570 acres (case 2), approximately 167,352,321 kWh of power can be yielded, which is more than 396 times the actual annual electrical demand of the existing airport. An important point to note here is that the supply with solar is more than the demand even during the winter days when the demand is highest for the year, and it is also the time when the panels will have maximum
losses due to snow and low solar flux. The remainder of the solar generated electricity can be fed to the grid, thus making the net metering credit high as well, along with helping to improve system power quality. An average American household consumes approximately 10,812 kWh of energy [109]. If 570 acres of land is utilized; more than 15,400 households can be benefited directly from it by having 100% of the aggregate electrical use covered by the airport PV system. This is a substantial fraction of the population as it represents roughly half of the county’s (Houghton) population.

In addition to the abovementioned examples, solar PV power systems in or around an airport may in fact provide additional advantages. DeVault et al. point out that PV systems do not pose any threat to local biodiversity and, in fact, it is suggested that having solar PV arrays in an airport’s vicinity may act as a repellent to birds and thus helping to improve the safety of the airspace [110].

Many of the rural domestic airports are similar to CMX, with huge areas under airport administration and less air traffic. Based on the results achieved here, similar approaches can be applied to other similar airports. This study has shown that it is technically viable to produce significant solar electricity on currently under-utilized airport surface areas. In general PV systems are found to be profitable in much of the U.S., and thus this technical potential provides a substantial business opportunity. In this particular case, residential electric rates are often over US$0.20/kWh in the CMX region. This indicates that case 2 (all safe and acceptable land at CMX) could produce over US$33 million per year in green electricity. As solar PV installations have now dropped below US$1/W costs [111] solar electricity is now widely cost competitive with other forms of electricity generation. Future work is necessary to further analyze the business and legal case for solar PV systems deployed at such airports. Finally, future work is needed to quantify the total potential area for PV system deployment in all the airports in the U.S. and the entire world in terms of PV power, solar electrical production per year, reduced greenhouse gas emissions per year and economic value.

7. Conclusions

This study showed how the technical barriers could be overcome for the large-scale deployment of solar PV in the over 13,000 airports in the U.S. Experimentally measured reflectivity from modern modules is found to agree with theory and is low enough that basic precautions can allow PV safe integration with airports. In addition, this paper summarized how radar interference and the physical penetration of airspace are not major impediments to PV applications at airports. A general approach to implementation of solar PV systems in an airport is provided. The case studies reviewed for a small rural airport show that available land area could not only provide more than 39,000% of the actual annual power demand of the existing airport, but also a significant fraction of the region’s electric demand with currently dormant surface areas. Such systems can be of great socioeconomic advantage to the local community given the current costs of grid electricity and the price of PV. Based on the results achieved here, large-scale deployment of PV at airports shows enormous promise.
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